What are the benefits of participating in this program?

» The program will grant visibility to your research and allow you to demonstrate evidence of knowledge mobilization
» Apply your knowledge and skills in a non-academic environment
» Support diversity and inclusion/HR professionals to work towards evidence-based practice
» Broaden your professional network through participating in CCDI events (available through your free Individual Practitioner subscription)
» Add more publications to your CV

Why is this program only open to graduate students?
This program is only open to graduate students in order to ensure a high quality of writing and the application of rigorous research methods.

Do you accept submissions from all academic disciplines?
Yes. All submissions must be related to the field of diversity and inclusion and demonstrate an evident link to the pressing issues and concerns faced by the modern Canadian workplace.

Who is the target audience?
The target audience is a business audience. CCDI work is often read by HR or diversity and inclusion practitioners, professionals who manage the diversity and inclusion portfolio at their organization (their responsibilities may include devising organizational diversity strategies, managing employee engagement, promoting diversity training at the workplace, etc.).